
Bundle Breakdown! 
 
 

Fat Loss! Someone looking to lose weight or maintain where they are at! 
• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 

This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to 
recover and will jump start the process.  

• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 
easily with High Alpha receptors.  

Recomp! Great for someone kick starting a workout regime. Will aide with weight 
loss and maintenance.  

• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 
This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to 
recover and will jump start the process.  

• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 
easily with High Alpha receptors.  

• Burn PM- Curbs your appetite, and decreases fat storage. 
• PRE step 1 and 2- increases blood flow to muscles helping to push through your 

workouts! Step 2 is a caffeine pill if you need the added boost of energy. 

Performance Stack- Designed to help your body perform well in the gym and to 
recover from your workouts. 

• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 
This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to 
recover and will jump start the process.  

• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 
easily with High Alpha receptors.  

• Sleep Multiplier- GIves you a metabolic recharge. Helping you to make more from less. 
By allowing you to have a restful sleep you will be able to completely recharge your body 
leading to better workouts and more energy in your day.  

• Burn PM- Curbs your appetite, and decreases fat storage. 



Fast Results- Great for those who are new to the gym, this will give you the 
energy for your workouts and allow for proper recovery. 

• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 
This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to 
recover and will jump start the process.  

• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 
easily with High Alpha receptors.  

• Sleep Multiplier- GIves you a metabolic recharge. Helping you to make more from less. 
By allowing you to have a restful sleep you will be able to completely recharge your body 
leading to better workouts and more energy in your day.  

• PRE step 1 and 2- increases blood flow to muscles helping to push through your 
workouts! Step 2 is a caffeine pill if you need the added boost of energy. 

Alpha pack- Building muscle and decreasing body fat. 
• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 

This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to  
• Sleep Multiplier- GIves you a metabolic recharge. Helping you to make more from less. 

By allowing you to have a restful sleep you will be able to completely recharge your body 
leading to better workouts and more energy in your day.  

• PRE step 1 and 2- increases blood flow to muscles helping to push through your 
workouts! Step 2 is a caffeine pill if you need the added boost of energy. 

• Test Storm- Natural Testosterone enhancer. Allows you to push harder at the gym by 
causing acute testosterone production. 

Super Detox- Allows you to lose stubborn fat! 
• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 

easily with High Alpha receptors.  
• Sleep Multiplier- GIves you a metabolic recharge. Helping you to make more from less. 

By allowing you to have a restful sleep you will be able to completely recharge your body 
leading to better workouts and more energy in your day.  

• Burn PM- Curbs your appetite, and decreases fat storage. 
• EFA- COntains the proper ratios of EPA and DHA which have been repeatedly shown to 

help decrease the change in hormone levels, while also boosting insulin sensitivity to 
prevent fat storage in the stomach and liver. 

• Last Minute Cleanse- Cleanse at the beginning or end of a process. Will detox your 
body! 



Women's Ultimate- Everything she will need to maintain weight loss and lean 
muscle mass! 

• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 
easily with High Alpha receptors.  

• Sleep Multiplier- GIves you a metabolic recharge. Helping you to make more from less. 
By allowing you to have a restful sleep you will be able to completely recharge your body 
leading to better workouts and more energy in your day.  

• Burn PM- Curbs your appetite, and decreases fat storage. 
• EFA- Contains the proper ratios of EPA and DHA which have been repeatedly shown to 

help decrease the change in hormone levels, while also boosting insulin sensitivity to 
prevent fat storage in the stomach and liver. 

• Last Minute Cleanse- Cleanse at the beginning or end of a process. Will detox your 
body! 

• PRE step 1 and 2- increases blood flow to muscles helping to push through your 
workouts! Step 2 is a caffeine pill if you need the added boost of energy. 

• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 
This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to 

• Bulletproof Vitality for her- Helps to mitigate gaps and holes in nutrition profile.  

Mens Ultimate- Everything he will need to maintain a muscle gain and fat loss. 
• PRE step 1 and 2- increases blood flow to muscles helping to push through your 

workouts! Step 2 is a caffeine pill if you need the added boost of energy. 
• Intra- Final form of protein, instantly available in your bloodstream within 15 minutes. 

This will flood your system and pump your muscles full of exactly what they need to 
• Bulletproof Vitality for him- Helps to mitigate gaps and holes in nutrition profile.  
• Burn AM- Targets Fat molecules with high alpha receptors. Stubborn fat comes off more 

easily with High Alpha receptors.  
• Sleep Multiplier- GIves you a metabolic recharge. Helping you to make more from less. 

By allowing you to have a restful sleep you will be able to completely recharge your body 
leading to better workouts and more energy in your day.  

• Burn PM- Curbs your appetite, and decreases fat storage. 
• Test Storm- Natural Testosterone enhancer. Allows you to push harder at the gym by 

causing acute testosterone production. 
• EFA- Contains the proper ratios of EPA and DHA which have been repeatedly shown to 

help decrease the change in hormone levels, while also boosting insulin sensitivity to 
prevent fat storage in the stomach and liver. 

 


